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OVERVIEW: The Up North Dog course is an obstacle course designed to be a challenge for both the 
human and canine members of the team, where each member of the team relies upon the other for 
support and assistance at various points along the course. For example, the handler may need to rely on 
the dog to help with balance at some points and the dog may need the handler’s assistance in the form 
of a stabilizing hand on the harness at other points. 
 
The course requires a significant commitment of time and resources to build. Though much of the 
resources are natural, it can still be a challenge to find the appropriate natural logs, etc. required to 
build the obstacles. A natural, forested path and a body of water are required for the course. The trail 
must be clearly defined and may not be paved. An open field is not a suitable option for the course even 
if the necessary materials for the obstacles could be moved to such a location. 
 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR OBSTACLES: All obstacles must be built to the specifications provided below to 
ensure that the course is as safe as possible for both the human and canine members of the team. Use 
the included photos as a guide to what completed obstacles should look like.  
 
Obstacles must be set a minimum of 25’ apart on the course and there should be areas on the trail that 
include no obstacles, allowing for the team to run if they choose to maximize time. The overall course 
must be a minimum of 800’ total, including at least 150’ of water. 
 
Tree Walk or Double Tree Walk –  
This obstacle may be a single large tree, 12-18” in diameter, or two very similar 
smaller trees that together equal that diameter requirement. These options 
are provided to allow for course building where there is not a large tree 
available, or it is not possible to move a very large tree to the location needed. 
If a double tree walk is used, the two trees must be very similar in size to 
ensure the obstacle is stable to walk on.  
 
Whether using a single tree walk or one made of double trees, the trees must 
be stabilized using stakes that will hold them securely in place. Ideally, stakes 
cut from natural trees are used but it may be necessary to use a combination 
of wooden and metal stakes, particularly if using two trees for the obstacle.  
 
The total length of this obstacle must be 8-12’, making it necessary to cut the 
trees to length if using a double tree walk. Any tree used for this obstacle must 
be cut cleanly at both ends using a chainsaw. 
 
Both members of the team must walk on this obstacle at the same time, with 
the dog going either in front of or behind the handler. If the dog accidentally 
steps off the obstacle with just 2 feet, the handler may get the dog back in 
place and continue. If the dog deliberately gets off of the obstacle, the team 
must repeat the obstacle from the beginning. If the handler touches the 
ground with either foot while crossing the tree walk, the team must repeat the obstacle from the 
beginning. 
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Pyramid Log Scramble –  
This obstacle is a pyramid shaped jump made of 6 logs that are at least 4’ 
long. The logs are stacked using 3 logs as the base, 2 in the middle, and one 
on top. The logs must be similar in size and the pyramid must be at least 
24” high when completed. Logs must be braced, if necessary, using stakes 
made from natural branches or wedges cut from logs to ensure that the 
logs do not move at all when bumped or touched. 

 
Both members of the team must go over the log scramble, though they don’t need to go over at the 
same time. The dog may go first, or he may trail behind his human partner. Dogs of any size may touch 
the obstacle when going over it. A clean jump is not required. The handler may assist a small dog as 
necessary, though the dog does need to show a willingness to go over the obstacle. The dog may not be 
simply picked up and carried over the obstacle. 
 
Cavaletti Logs –  
This is a simple obstacle where at least 5 logs that are 4’ wide at a minimum 
are placed on the ground about 18” apart. The logs should all be of a similar 
diameter.  
 
To complete this obstacle both dog and handler must step over the logs 
without stepping on them. Both dog and handler should traverse the 
Cavaletti Logs together. 
 
 
Log Jump –  
This jump is made from a log that is approximately 8-10” in diameter 
and 5-6’ in length. The log is cradled into 2 smaller logs, one on each 
end, where a “V” shape has been cut out using a chainsaw. This helps 
to ensure that the log jump will not move when a dog bumps or stands 
on it. The total height of the log jump must be a minimum of 12” from 
the ground to the top of the log. 
 
Both handler and dog must go over the log jump, though not 
necessarily at the same time. The dog may go in front of the handler or 
may trail behind. Dogs of any size may touch the log or even stand on top of it before completing the 
jump over. A clean jump is not required. Small dogs may be assisted as necessary but must show a 
willingness to go over the log by putting their front paws on it. The dog may not simply be picked up and 
carried over the obstacle. 
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Sky Ladder Bridge (Over a Gulch) –  
This obstacle must be constructed using 2x4’s to ensure that it will 
support the weight of any handler and dog team that will go over it. 
The supporting 2x4’s must be at least 9’ long with slats that are 18”. 
There are 16 slats evenly spaced and faced up on the 9’ supports to 
provide the maximum footstep space. The spaces between the slats 
are approximately the same width as the slats themselves. For 
stability, the slats are screwed into the supports using 3 screws on 
each side of each slat. Placing the supports inside of the width of the 
slats by about 1 ½” adds to the stability of the obstacle and helps to 
ensure that it will not flip. Once completed, the Sky Ladder Bridge is 
very heavy and should settle into the earth nicely without requiring 
the use of any stakes. If stakes are needed to stabilize, sand anchors 
are likely the best option for this obstacle. 

 
The obstacle must be placed over a “gulch” that is about 2 ½-3’ deep. 
The dog and handler must traverse the ladder at the same time, with 
the dog going in front of the handler. The handler may support the dog 
by holding the harness if needed. Even the smallest dog should be able 
to take big enough steps to avoid the open areas between the slats. 
The area around this obstacle should be as clean as possible, with no 
trees or branches that would get in the way should a person or a dog 
fall from the obstacle. If either the handler or dog falls or steps off the 
ladder, it must be repeated from the beginning. 
 
Trampoline Marsh (Suspended) –  

This obstacle uses the bed of a trampoline (with springs) tied to 
trees and suspended off the ground at least 18” at the highest, 
simulating a marsh. At the entrance point the trampoline is on the 
ground and is at its full 18” height at the exit point. Paracord is 
used to tie the trampoline springs to nearby trees using secure 
knots. The trampoline should be kept taught, with no wrinkles 
using as many tie off points as needed. Metal supports can be 
added if needed and are best used to define the exit point, but the 
main support for the trampoline should come from contact with 
trees. As handlers and dogs, walk over the trampoline, they will 
touch the ground until just before the exit, but the contact will feel 

springy. This obstacle is the only point on the course where primarily manmade materials are used. 
 

To complete the obstacle, both handler and dog walk across it using entrance and exit points, taking 
care to step off safely. 
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ALTERNATIVE OBSTACLE – Cargo Net Over Sand Pit – 
If the environment is not suitable for the Trampoline Marsh obstacle, then a cargo net over a sand pit is 
used. Instead of going over, handlers and dogs will pass under the cargo net. The net is secured to trees 
much like the trampoline, but without springs. The net is suspended at a uniform height of 18”. Like the 
trampoline, if the cargo net is used it is the only obstacle on the course that uses primarily manmade 
materials. 
 
To complete the obstacle, both handler and dog must pass under the net, with the handler crawling on 
hands and knees. Depending on the size of the dog, he may be crawling when under the net as well. 
 
Log Limbo –  
Whenever possible, a tree that has already fallen should be used 
for this obstacle. This prevents having to construct the obstacle 
using a stump and a long, (and probably quite heavy) log. If a fallen 
tree is used, all branches must be removed as close as possible to 
the trunk to avoid injury to the handler’s eye or other body part. 
The tree must be securely connected to the stump to ensure 
safety. 
 
If the obstacle must be constructed, a stump approximately 4’ tall 
is used. The stump is moved into place and then notched to 
securely hold the long tree that makes up the limbo log. 
 
Handlers must pass under the log with their dogs at one of two defined points, one that is about 3 ½’ in 
height for handlers with disabilities that don’t allow them to bend lower, and one approximately 2 ½’ tall 
for able bodied handlers. These points can be defined using brightly colored paint. 
 
To complete the obstacle both handler and dog must pass under the tree at one of the defined points. 
The evaluator should know before the start of the course if the handler needs to use the higher of the 
two points. Passing under the tree should be no problem for the dog but more challenging for the 
handler. The handler can use the dog for support but may not touch the tree. 
 

Lily Pad Leap -  
This obstacle is made up of 4-5 cross sections from a very large tree. Each 
piece should be approximately 20” across and 4-5” in height. The height 
on each piece does not need to be uniform. Sections are placed on the 
ground 24-26” apart 
 
To complete the obstacle correctly the dog must step up onto each cross 
section with all 4 feet at the same time before moving on to the next 
section. The handler follows the dog by standing on each section with 
both feet at the same time before moving on. Both dog and handler may 
touch the ground between the sections. 
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Land Raft –  
This is a “Huck Finn” type raft made up of log sections about 6” 
in diameter and 16-18” long. Eight to ten log sections are used 
to make the raft. Logs can be secured together by screwing 
them into a 2x4 base. 
 
To complete the obstacle, both handler and dog walk across the 
raft, making sure that they are standing on the raft at the same 
time, the dog with 4 feet and the handler with 2. 
 
 
Stump Slalom –  
This is a simple obstacle made from 5 logs standing vertically about 1’ high. Five 
stumps are used and are placed about 3’ apart. The logs should be cut so that 
they stand independently. Much like weave poles in agility, both handler and 
dog enter with the first stump to their left shoulders and weave in and out of the 
stumps until they have cleared the last one. The dog is not required to heel and 
may go in front of the handler. 
 
 

Parkour Log –  
This should be the last obstacle on the course and is used to stop the 
clock. Using a fallen tree as with the Log Limbo is preferred but the 
Parkour Log can be constructed if necessary. Construction follows the 
same process as with the Log Limbo, without the height requirement. 
The tree used should have a gradual decline to the ground to 
accommodate dogs of all sizes. 
 
The clock will stop when the dog has both of his front paws on the 

tree while the handler is touching it with at least one hand. The instructor/evaluator may decide to 
create several specific areas where the dog should touch the tree, including areas for small and large 
dogs. These can be indicated by paint on the tree. 
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Water Challenge – 
Both handler and dog must traverse a section of water at least 150’ from one shore to another. If the 
available body of water is not at least 150’ across, buoys may be placed in the water that create a path 
that is the minimum distance. There should always be separate areas for 
launching and disembarking. Handlers may choose to use a sit atop kayak 
or a paddle board if both are available, though the handler is not required 
to stand if the paddle board is used. 
 
There must be an area provided where the handler dons his life jacket and 
puts one on the dog. A shepherd’s hook in the launch area provides a great 
place for the handler to secure the life jackets prior to the start of the run 
and make sure they are easily accessible when needed.  
 
The dog must remain on the kayak or board while crossing the water. If he 
falls off the handler must get him back on before continuing. The 
combined weight of the handler and dog should not exceed the weight 
limit for the kayak or board. If the weight exceeds the limit, the handler 
may swim with the kayak or board, but the dog must remain on top. 
 
Life jackets are removed and placed in a defined area upon exiting the water. Life jackets 
and paddles may not be flung in an effort to save time. The kayak or board must be 
securely grounded before the team moves on to the next obstacle.  
 
 
TRAINING: Just as we would not expect an untrained dog to complete a traditional agility course, we 
should not expect that most dogs will complete some of the obstacles without appropriate training. 
Time should be allowed to acclimate the dog to unfamiliar obstacles and the evaluator should guide 
handlers to train the dog appropriately so that he is able to complete the obstacles safely when running 
the course. While the Log Scramble may not present a significant challenge to most dogs, it is likely that 
they will need training on the Sky Ladder Bridge, Tree Walk, Trampoline Marsh, and others. Even the 
water challenge may present training opportunities for some dogs. 
 
The handler will need to be sure that he/she can complete the obstacles safely by first practicing 
WITHOUT the dog. Some obstacles require a significant amount of balance. Though the dog can be of 
assistance with balance, they could become frightened (and thus unable to complete the course) if the 
handler were to fall, step on or stumble over him because the handler is uncomfortable on the obstacle. 
 
Treats may be used in training, but care should be taken to ensure that no treats are dropped on the 
course. Dropped treats will likely present an unsafe distraction on some obstacles if a dog attempts to 
retrieve the treat rather than focusing on the obstacle. No treats may be thrown at any point on the 
course during training.  
 
SAFETY: In taking part in this activity, the handler must assume the inherent danger that may exist in a 
wooded environment. Branches, sticks and stumps are all a natural part of a forest, but they can cause 
any number of injuries, both to the handler and the dog. 
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Any dog taking part in this activity must be physically fit. Allowances are not made for the dog for any 
reason, including physical disability. The activity has been successfully completed by dogs of diverse 
abilities, with varying degrees of assistance from their handlers. If there is any question of the dog’s 
ability to complete the course safely, the activity should not be attempted. DSA offers badges in many 
different areas, and not all badges are appropriate for every dog. 
 
If participating in Up North Dog, the handler must agree to use all required safety equipment and follow 
all safety measures presented by the instructor/evaluator. This remains true whether or not the handler 
sees the need for the equipment or safety measure. The instructor/evaluator may remove any handler 
and dog team from the activity if he/she feels that the handler does not have safety as a top priority. 
 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS: Dogs should be exercised and encouraged to eliminate prior to running the 
course. Male dogs should never be allowed to lift a leg on any obstacle. Elimination on the course 
presents a distraction to dogs that will follow and is simply unpleasant as handlers are required to touch 
the obstacles. The handler must have at least 2 dog waste bags on hand when running the course in the 
event that the dog does eliminate on course. Should this occur, the handler is required to clean up 
completely before moving on. The clock does not stop while clean up takes place and the handler must 
transport the bagged waste with him when completing the course.  
 
Allowances can be made for handicapped handlers, other than what has already been described above. 
It is appropriate for a handler to use a hiking stick on the course but it must have a rubber, rather than a 
pointed tip to avoid damage to the obstacles and injury to the dog. If a stick is used it can be left at the 
water’s edge if desired, but it will not be transported to the other side by a course minder. If the handler 
wants to use the stick for the section of course past the water, it must be transported across the water 
on the kayak or paddle board. 
 
Handicapped handlers that lack the mobility to complete the course may still have the dog earn the 
badge using an alternative handler. However, the dog’s primary handler must take an active role in the 
process and must complete any required training with the dog. 
 


